Comparison of 2002 BLR Housing Unit Yield Predictions vs. Actual Yields in 2005 Subdivisions Recorded inside the UGA

Summary of Results

- Subdivisions with Actual HU Yields over 25% less than Predicted HU Yields 30
- Subdivisions with Actual HU Yields between 11-25% less than Predicted HU Yields 7
- Subdivisions with Actual HU Yields within 10% of Predicted HU Yields 28
- Subdivisions with Actual HU Yields between 11-25% more than Predicted HU Yields 16
- Subdivisions with Actual HU Yields over 25% more than Predicted HU Yields 19
- Subdivisions that were not comparable 27

Total 2005 SF Subdivisions 117

Legend
- 2002 Parcels within the UGA
- 2002 Parcels outside UGA
- City Boundaries
- ▲ More than 25% fewer HU than predicted
- ▲ 11-25% fewer HU than predicted
- ▲ Within 10% of HU prediction
- ▲ 11-25% more HU than predicted
- ▲ More than 25% more HU than predicted